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Recommendation Q.120
Fascicle VI.2 - Rec. Q.120

1.  DEFINITION AND FUNCTION OF SIGNALS

1.1 seizing signal (sent in the forward direction)

This signal is transmitted at the beginning of a call to initiate circuit operation at the incoming end of an
international circuit.

The seizing signal can also perform switching functions and two different types of seizing signal are provided
for this purpose, viz:

a) the terminal seizing signal, which can be used at the incoming international exchange, to seize equipment
used exclusively for switching the call to the national network of the incoming country;

b) the transit seizing signal, which can be used in the exchange at the incoming end of the international
circuit to seize equipment used exclusively for switching the call to another international exchange.

1.2 proceed-to-send signal (sent in the backward direction)

This signal is sent from the incoming end of an international circuit, following the receipt of a seizing signal,
to indicate that the equipment is ready to receive the numerical signals.

In System No. 4 two different proceed-to-send signals are provided:

a) the terminal proceed-to-send signal, used to invite the sending of the language digit1) (or the
discriminating digit1) plus the national (significant) number1);

b) the transit proceed-to-send signal, used to invite the sending of only those numerical signals (beginning
with the first digit of the country code)1) necessary for routing the call through the international transit
exchange towards the incoming international exchange or to another international transit exchange.

1.3 numerical signal (sent in the forward direction)

This signal provides an clement of information necessary to effect the switching of the call in the desired
direction. There is always a succession of numerical signals sent.

1.4 end-of-pulsing signal, also called for System No. 4 code 15 (sent in the forward direction)

This numerical type signal is sent from the international outgoing exchange to show that there are no more
numerical signals to follow. In semi-automatic working, this signal is always sent. In automatic working, this signal
may be sent, viz., when, in the outgoing international exchange, it is known that there are no more digits to follow.

1.5 number-received signal (sent in the backward direction)

1.5.1 This signal is sent from the incoming international exchange to the outgoing international exchange when the
incoming register has recognized that all the digits required for routing the call to the called subscriber have been
received.

Purpose of the signal

1.5.2 In the semi-automatic working, the number-received signal may be used to inform the outgoing operator that
the international switching operations have been completed.

1.5.3 In automatic working, this signal is essential to show the outgoing register at the outgoing international
exchange that it can release, and to set up speech conditions at this exchange. Hence, it is desirable that the signal be
sent as soon as possible.

_______________

1) For definitions, see Recommendations Q.10/E.160 and Q.104.
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Generation of the signal

1.5.4 In semi-automatic working, the incoming register (or associated equipment) after reception of the end-of-
pulsing signal acknowledges this numerical signal with an x and then sends back the number-received signals.

1.5.5 In automatic working, the incoming register (or associated equipment) recognizes that all the digits of a
national (significant) number2) have been received3) :

1.5.5.1 by the receipt of the end-of-pulsing signal; or

1.5.5.2 a) by checking the number of digits received, in countries where the national (significant) number2) is
always made up of the same number of digits; or

b) in countries where this is not so:

i) by the receipt of the maximum number of digits, used in the numbering plan of the country; or

ii) by analyzing the first digits in the national (significant) number to decide how many digits there are
in the subscribers’ numbers in the particular national numbering zone; or

iii) by using a national end-of-selection or national "electrical" ringing-tone signal; or

iv) exceptionally, by observing that 4 to 10 (for new equipment 4 to 6) seconds have elapsed since the
last digit was received, and that no fresh information has been received; in such circumstances,
retransmission to the national network of the last digit received must be prevented until the end of
the waiting period which causes the number-received signal to be sent over the international circuit.
In this way, it is ensured that no national answer signal can arrive before the number-received signal
has been sent.

1.6 busy-flash signal (sent in the backward direction)

This signal is sent to the outgoing international exchange to show that either the route or the called subscriber
is busy. The conditions of use of this signal are as follows:

a) An international transit exchange must send this signal to indicate that there is congestion at that
exchange or on the appropriate outgoing routes.

b) An incoming international exchange must send this signal if there is congestion at that exchange or
on the outgoing routes directly connected to it, but sending the signal is optional when there is
congestion beyond that exchange (when there is congestion at a point in the national network of the
incoming country or when the called subscriber’s line is busy). This signal is optional because there
are several countries that do not send it from their national networks.

Note - The receipt of the busy-flash signal at the outgoing exchange will cause:

- an appropriate indication to be given to the outgoing operator or to the calling subscriber; and

- in automatic working, the sending of the clear-forward by the outgoing exchange to release the
international connection (except when otherwise arranged, for example, in the case of observations
on circuits).

_______________

2) See definition in Recommendation Q.10/E.160.

3) See Recommendation Q.180 for interworking between Systems No. 4 and No.5, Q.232 for interworking between Systems No. 4
and No. 5 bis, Q.261 for interworking between Systems No. 4 and No. 6, Q.381 for interworking between Systems No. 4 and R2,
Q.382 for interworking between Systems No. 5 and R2, Q.383 for interworking between Systems No. 5 bis and R2 and Q.388 for
interworking between Systems No. 6 and R2.
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1.7 answer signal (sent in the backward direction)

This signal is sent to the outgoing international exchange to show that the called party has answered the call4) .

In semi-automatic working, the signal has a supervisory function.

In automatic working, it is used:

- to start metering the charge to the calling subscriber,

- to start the measurement of call duration for international accounting purposes.

1.8 clear-back signal (sent in the backward direction)

This is sent to the outgoing international exchange to indicate that the called party has cleared. In the semi-
automatic service, it performs a supervisory function. It must not permanently open the speech path at the outgoing
international exchange.

In automatic working, arrangements must be made to clear the international connection, stop the charging and
stop the measurements of call duration if, between one and two minutes after receipt of the clear-back signal, the
calling subscriber has not cleared. Clearing of the international connection should preferably be controlled from the
point where the charging of the calling subscriber is carried out.

Notes on the answer and clear-back signals

1.8.1 Note 1 - In general, the sequence of answer and clear-back signals that will be sent when the called subscriber
depresses and releases the switch-hook of his telephone will not always be able to follow the frequency of this
operation of the switch-hook, but correct indication of the final position of the switch-hook must always be given:

- to the outgoing international operator in semi-automatic operation;

- to the outgoing international equipment in automatic operation.

1.8.2 Note 2 - The "call party" referred to in the definitions of the answer and clear-back signals may be:

- the called subscriber;

- in semi-automatic working, the operator who puts the call through in her own country and who sends an
answer signal when she answers the call.

1.8.3 Note 3 - The following is a detailed description of the various possible circumstances in which the answer
and clear-back signals are sent.

A. Called subscriber obtained automatically by the international outgoing operator

The answer and clear-back signals are sent every time the called subscriber answer or clears.

B. Called subscriber not obtained automatically by the international outgoing operator

a) Only one operator involved in the incoming country, without through-supervision via her position - (This
operator can be an incoming or a delay operator or a manual exchange operator obtained automatically
from the outgoing international exchange.)

The answer signal is sent when the operator enters the circuit.

The clear-back signal is sent when the operator clears the connection.

_______________

4) See Recommendation Q.27 for the action to be taken to ensure that answer signals both national and international, are transmitted
as quickly as possible.
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b) Only one operator involved in the incoming country, with through-supervision via her position - (The
operator can be the same as for a) above.)

Through-supervision can be effected:

- via the cord circuits, the incoming operator intervening to clear down the connection at the end of
the call;

- via cordless positions, in which case the connection is released automatically without the
intervention of an operator when the called subscriber clears and when the outgoing operator causes
the clear-forward signal to be sent.

The answer signal is sent when the operator enters the circuit.

A clear-back signal is sent when the operator goes out of circuit. This can happen, for example, when the
operator hears the ringing tone but does not wait for the called subscriber to reply.

A second answer signal is sent when the called subscriber answers or when the incoming operator again enters
the circuit.

The clear-back signal is also sent when the called subscriber clears or when the incoming operator, by mistake,
clears the connection before the called subscriber has cleared.

The same signal (answer signal or clear-back signal) must not be sent twice in succession.

c) Two operators involved in the incoming country.

These can be:

- an incoming or a delay operator at the international exchange; and

- an operator at a national manual exchange.

c.1) There is no through-supervision via the operators’ positions at the international exchange. The answer
and clear-back signals are sent as described in a) above.

c.2) The international operator’s position is normally able to provide through-supervision. There are still two
cases to consider:

c.2.1) If the whole of the national chain, including the operator’s positions, gives through-supervision
from the called subscriber, the operating conditions can be as described in b) above. An operator
intervenes to send an answer signal: her withdrawal causes the sending of a clear-back signal, an
answer signal is sent when the called subscriber answers, and a clear-back signal is sent when the
called subscriber clears. If an operator clears down the connection in error, before the called party
clears, a clear-back signal is sent.

c.2.2) If the whole of the national chain does not give through-supervision from the called subscriber,
supervision is extended from the point at which through-supervision cases.

In a), b) and c) above, it is recommended that the incoming or the delay operator should have facilities to
recall the outgoing operator by sending a succession of clear-back and answer signals, by means of a special key, for
example.

If automatic service requirements necessitate the action described under C below, it will inevitably follow that
in semi-automatic working correct supervision cannot be given, so that the sequence of answer and clear-back signals
described above cannot, be guaranteed.

C. Automatic calls

When direct access by a subscriber to an operator’s position in the incoming country cannot be barred, it is
essential, to avoid mistakes in charging, not to give the answer signal at the moment this operator replies.
Arrangements must be made to ensure that the answer signal is sent when the called subscriber, or paid special service,
answers. The answer signal is sent:

- either by an operator (using a key);

- or automatically, by through-supervision.
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1.9 clear-forward signal (sent in the forward direction)

1.9.1 This signal is sent in the forward direction at the end of a call when:

a) in semi-automatic working, the operator at the outgoing international exchange withdraws her plug from
the jack, or when an equivalent operation is performed;

b) in automatic working, when the calling subscriber hangs up or otherwise clears (as in the case of a
subscriber’s installation with extension telephones).

In automatic working, this signal is also sent after receipt of a busy-flash signal by the outgoing international
exchange, and when there is forced release of the connection; see §§ 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 in Recommendation Q.118 and
Recommendation Q.131.

In semi-automatic working there may be forced release in the case of § 4.3.1 of Recommendation Q. 118.

1.9.2 At the end of the clear-forward signal, all switching units held on the call must release at the outgoing,
incoming and transit international exchanges. (The clear-forward signal must therefore be recognized at an
international transit exchange.) Each international circuit, however, is guarded against subsequent seizure until the
release-guard signal has been received from the incoming end of the international circuit concerned.

1.9.3 In a transit exchange, the following arrangements must be made on disconnection:

a) the GO channel must not be split until the clear-forward signal has completely ceased;

b) the RETURN channel must be split as soon as possible after recognition of the clear-forward signal;

c) a clear-forward signal received at the moment a call is established, but before speech conditions have
been set up, must be repeated over the outgoing circuit that has been seized.

1.10 release-guard signal (sent in the backward direction)

This signal is sent in the backward direction in response to the clear-forward signal, to indicate that the latter
has been fully effective in bringing about the release of the switching equipment at the incoming end of an international
circuit. It serves to protect an international circuit against subsequent seizure as long as the disconnection operations
controlled by reception of the clear-forward signal have not been completed at its incoming end.

1.11 blocking signal (sent in the backward direction)

This signal is sent, when required, to the outgoing end of the circuit to cause engaged conditions to be applied
to the outgoing end of the international circuit.

The design of the signalling equipment at the outgoing end of international circuits should be such that the
receipt of a blocking signal over a free circuit will cause that circuit to be engaged to operators or automatic equipment
which would otherwise have access to it.

1.12 forward-transfer signal (sent in the forward direction)

This signal is sent to the incoming international exchange when the outgoing international exchange operator
wants the help of an operator at the incoming international exchange.

The signal will normally serve to bring an assistance operator5) into the circuit if the call is automatically set
up at that exchange. When a call is completed via an operator (incoming operator or, delay operator) at the incoming
international exchange, the signal will cause this operator to be recalled.

1.13 Diagrams showing signal sequence

_______________

5) See the definition of assistance operator in § 1.1.6 of Recommendation Q.101.
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The sequence of signals in semi-automatic and automatic working is shown in Tables 1 and 2 of Annex 1 to
Part I.

Tables of Annex 2 to Part II give a description of the operations corresponding to the various normal and
abnormal conditions which may arise in setting up a call.
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